
555  GOLF  EDITORIALS 

‘PERFORMANCE EXCELLENCE’ 

 

 

IT’S NO MY JOB! 
It’s Mother Nature’s 

 

If we want to curve a ‘Driver’ to a ‘Draw Hook or Fade Slice’ shape, ‘Set-Up For Success’ and 

make that outcome happen by design and technique. That is how making golf shots works! 

 

The same reality applies to creating curvature with all long and mid shafted clubs. The golfing 

public is not generally all that adept at curving their ‘Short Irons’. ‘Pulling & Pushing’ but not 

creating those pretty horizontal arcs that tend to get out of control more often than enjoyed. 

 

So how about creating curvature with our ‘Putter On The Dance Floor’? 

 

Would we undertake making the ball curve using the same techniques as above? Would we cut 

across our golf ball (‘Clubhead Path’) with an open face (‘Clubface Aim’) to make our ‘Putts 

Fade’? Generally not unless you’ve lost or are in the process of losing your mind!  

 

If you are a ‘Manipulating Putter’, stop that nonsense before you angrily implode! 

 

‘All Putts Are Dead Straight’. 

‘All Putts Are A To B’. (‘A is the ball’ and ‘B is The Top Of Break – ‘TOB’) 

You can benefit from NOT looking at the cup and just looking at this ‘TOB’. 

Stop attempting to help your ‘Putts’ curve! You must get this mentally! 

Curvature is ‘Mother Nature’s domain in the form of ‘Break & Slope’. 

 

Don’t screw with ‘Mother Nature’! 

She’s The Boss Of The Moss! 

 

If you think ‘She Is A Hugger And Kisser’, you might just be mistaken! Last time I saw her one-

on-one she was a brutal ‘Butt Kicker’! But, this ‘Lady’ also controls ‘The Rub Of The Green’! 

 

Made many ‘3 Putts’ lately? Work harder at reading the greens more effectively to determine 

‘Slope, Break & Weight’! 

       “Welcome Aboard!” 

         “Enjoy The Ride!” 

 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 

 E-Mail:  AskUs@555golf.com 

WebSite:  555golf.com 
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